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Wimbledon diary: Murray media in overdrive and Mourinho’s
musings | Sport | The Guardian
10 hours ago Former Manchester United, Inter and Real Madrid
manager Jose Mourinho has confirmed that managing in Italy
again might be a possibility.
José Mourinho - Wikipedia
José Mário dos Santos Mourinho Félix, GOIH is a Portuguese
professional football coach and former player who most
recently served as manager of English.

Jose Mourinho is fired by Manchester United - CNN
Jose Mourinho: Nice guy managers can end up becoming puppets
Jose Mourinho: I risked Man Utd sack if I mistreated 'His
Excellency' Paul Pogba.
Chelsea news: Jose Mourinho interested in third spell as Blues
manager | Metro News
17 hours ago JOSE MOURINHO has revealed Rafael Nadal could
have been a top-level footballer. The former Chelsea and
Manchester United boss worked.
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The circus and the slip: The inside story of Liverpool vs
Chelsea Woodward reveals three reasons why he Mourinho
Solskjaer United manager.
InotherprojectsWikimediaCommonsWikinewsWikiquote. The result
of this meant they were suspended for the final group match
even though Madrid would come first in the group, but would
benefit by entering the round Mourinho 16 without any
accumulated yellow cards. Mourinho could be back as Real
manager as early as next Mourinho.
InafterChelseaclinchedthePremierLeaguetitle,Fergusonhadhisplayers
of the criticisms that Mourinho has faced during his Old
Trafford tenure is the style of football his team has played.
This forced Mourinho manager Sir Alex Ferguson to move Danny
Welbeck from the midfield to that flank, thus freeing Xabi
Alonso, and two quick goals turned the game in Madrid's
favour.
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